Few of the manuscripts, only fifty out of almost three hundred, had been previously described. For the majority of the manuscripts, Benjamin Richler is the first to describe the contents of the manuscripts in a publication for scholars. These manuscripts have been collected over some forty years by the Valmadonna Trust which purchased them at the various sales held to disperse the David S. Sassoon Collection during the late 1970s and early 1980s and the auctions organized by the Society of Judaica Collectors in Jerusalem. Sixteen manuscripts come from the Sassoon Collection and five others from the library of the late Israel Mehlman, of Jerusalem.
The catalogue, printed in three hundred copies, is lavishly illustrated with eleven color pictures. The descriptions for the manuscripts are arranged in thematic order-starting from the Bible and its commentaries, to the Talmud, then prayer, philosophy, sermon, history, and science-a sort of ranking of Jewish lore from the explicitly divine message from the creator, the Torah, to the more mundane and profane knowledge. This arrangement is the preferred one in the cataloging of Hebrew manuscripts and books in the British Isles, used at the Bodleian Library in Oxford, also at the University Library in Cambridge and now at the Valmadonna Trust. This thematic arrangement was chosen over a more pragmatic arrangement of manuscripts by shelf mark (call number), which would simply record the acquisitions as they are received, leaving the sorting by categories to the indexes.
A typical entry describing an individual manuscript would include first the catalogue number-given by Richler-and a heading, followed by the codicological description of the contents, the manuscript shelf mark in bold, and the paleographical description, including lengthy quotations in Hebrew from the colophon (the end of the manuscript where the copyist gives information about the date and place of writing).
The layout of a typical entry in the catalog is over two columns, the left one in English, the right one in Hebrew. As noted by Richler in his introduction, The catalogue is written in both English and Hebrew but the descriptions are not always identical in both versions. Lengthy quotations in Hebrew, lists of liturgies etc., are often listed in the Hebrew descriptions, but omitted or referred to in brief in the English descriptions, while treatises or bibliographical references in non-Hebrew languages are described in full in the English catalogue and in brief in the Hebrew listings. Most of the indexes are also in both languages but, likewise, are not identical (Introduction, p. xiii)
There are four indexes in Latin characters and six in Hebrew. Four indexes--of Persons, Titles, Place Names, Languagesexist in both languages. Only in Hebrew are there indexes for Poems and Piyyutim, and for Subjects. The Subject index is not comprehensive. An index for dated manuscripts and for autograph manuscripts would have been a valuable addition to the indexes.
The researcher would be wise to search both in Hebrew and in English indexes for any entry of interest, since the English and Hebrew versions of the notice for any given manuscript are not similar. Sometimes the index records information not found in the notice in that language. In Ms. Valmadonna #202 (cat. #348, p. 31), the name of the compiler, Mordekhai ben Imanuel le-veyt Buteri is mentioned only in the Hebrew column, but the Latin characters index (p. 158) has an entry for "Butria, Mordecai b. Immanuel 48." (There is a parallel entry in Hebrew characters for the compiler.) Another discrepancy is found in the description for Ms. Valmadon-
